Lifegraph is looking for an algorithms developer / data scientist

Description:
Lifegraph is a healthcare startup that develops behavioral monitoring technology to predict migraines based on smartphone use.

We are looking for a brilliant person to join our team and lead our data science efforts. You don't have to be an experienced data scientist - we are looking for someone with **background in algorithms and a tendency for machine learning**. A creative, resourceful and inventive person, who wants to make a real impact, help people, and grow with Lifegraph to become an expert data scientist in healthcare.

Qualifications:
- B.Sc. or M.Sc. in Engineering / Computer Sciences / Mathematics / Physics
- Passion for data science
- Knowledge in Python is a must
- Programming experience in Java or Scala is an advantage
- Team player - ability to communicate and cooperate with others

Location
Ra'anana
Lifegraph is sitting in Sanara Ventures, a healthcare VC

Seniority Level
Entry level

Employment Type
Part-time or Full-time

Contact details
jobs@lifegraph.net
http://lifegraph.net/#/jobs